Turbocharger schematics

Turbochargers are one of the most complex components of an automobile. Much mystery
surrounds the turbocharger. And that's somewhat surprising; after all, turbochargers are pretty
slick pieces of machinery. They do totally cool things to an engine -- namely, provide more
power output for a better overall driving experience. Turbochargers are a passion of ours here
at BuyAutoParts. Our OEM-grade turbochargers align and integrate perfectly with those cars
which already have a factory-installed turbocharger. To us, there shouldn't be any "unknown
areas" with the turbocharger. And just as ancient navigators created maps to gain knowledge
about newly discovered regions, we decided to dig deep into a turbocharger diagram, with
detailed explanations about each part of a turbocharger. This is the true powerhouse of the
turbocharger. Without the turbine leading the way, the turbocharger would simply be a useless
piece of metal on top of your engine. But what does it actually do? In a nutshell, the turbine
takes the heat and pressure generated by the engine and turns this energy into a spinning,
circular motion. Much like a turbine at power generation plants but much smaller , a
turbocharger turbine uses rotational force to drive a compressor wheel more on that later ,
which is essential for getting more air into the engine. The turbine gets everything literally
spinning in the right direction. As their names suggest, these ports allow oil to flow in and out
of the turbine. As a high-heat, high-pressure component, a turbocharger requires clean oil to
help move and lubricate the turbine shaft and other moving parts. The middle area of the
turbocharger, this part offers protection and support for the rotating compressor wheel and
turbine shafts, respectively. In most turbochargers, the center housing usually holds the oil
inlet and outlet. Given the tremendous pressure and spinning movement within the
turbocharger, there are some parts that are tasked to provide structural support. Similar to the
center housing and turbine housing, the back plate offers added strength and rigidity to the
entire turbocharger. The back plate also provides additional aero surface for the compressor
wheel as well. Once the turbine creates enough pressure and force to spin, the compressor
wheel takes it from there. The compressor wheel is powered by the turbine wheel. But its
principal task in the entire turbocharger process is to move air into the engine. If the turbine is
the 1 most important part of a turbocharger, the compressor wheel is 1A. The other spinning
element in the turbocharger, the turbine, gets its own housing unit. So it makes sense that the
other rotational component, the compressor wheel, would also get a place to call home. Taking
the whole turbocharging process as a whole, the compressor housing is the final exit. Its job is
to gather the compressed air from the compressor wheel and funnel it into the engine. The
compressor housing usually has a rounded design, much like a snail or French horn. And there
you have it â€” all the major turbocharger components explained and diagrammed for a better
understanding of how a turbocharger works. We carry an extensive variety of turbochargers for
those automobiles with existing turbocharger. Every turbocharger we sell comes with a 1-year
warranty and is a guaranteed exact fit. To speak with a BAP turbocharger expert, give us a ring
at View all posts by: BuyAutoParts. Written by Dara Greaney. August 7, You could definitely see
your skills within the work you write. The sector hopes for even more passionate writers such
as you who are not afraid to say how they believe. At all times follow your heart. Leave a
comment Click here to cancel reply. A turbocharger , colloquially known as a turbo , is a turbine
-driven, forced induction device that increases an internal combustion engine 's power output
by forcing extra compressed air into the combustion chamber. Manufacturers commonly use
turbochargers in truck, car, train, aircraft, and construction-equipment engines. They are most
often used with Otto cycle and Diesel cycle internal combustion engines. Forced induction
dates back to the late 19th century, when Gottlieb Daimler patented the technique of using a
gear-driven pump to force air into an internal combustion engine in The design was licensed to
several manufacturers and turbochargers began to be used in marine, railcar and large
stationary applications. Automobile and truck manufacturers began research into turbocharged
engines during the s, however the problems of "turbo lag" and the bulky size of the
turbocharger were not able to be solved at the time. Turbochargers were originally known as
turbosuperchargers because all forced induction devices are classified as superchargers.
Technically, turbochargers are superchargers, however today, the term " supercharger " is
typically applied only to mechanically driven forced induction devices. The key difference
between a turbocharger and a conventional supercharger is that a supercharger is mechanically
driven by the engine, often through a belt connected to the crankshaft , whereas a turbocharger
is powered by a turbine driven by the engine's exhaust gas. Compared with a mechanically
driven supercharger, turbochargers tend to be less responsive. Twincharger refers to an engine
with both a supercharger and a turbocharger. In contrast to turbochargers, superchargers are
mechanically driven by the engine. This is where the principal disadvantage of a supercharger
becomes apparent; the engine must withstand the net power output of the engine plus the
power to drive the supercharger. Another disadvantage of some superchargers is lower

adiabatic efficiency when compared with turbochargers especially Roots-type superchargers.
Adiabatic efficiency is a measure of a compressor's ability to compress air without adding
excess heat to that air. Even under ideal conditions, the compression process always results in
elevated output temperature; however, more efficient compressors produce less excess heat.
Roots superchargers impart significantly more heat to the air than turbochargers. Thus, for a
given volume and pressure of air, the turbocharged air is cooler, and as a result denser,
containing more oxygen molecules, and therefore more potential power than the supercharged
air. By comparison, a turbocharger does not place a direct mechanical load on the engine,
although turbochargers place exhaust back pressure on engines, increasing pumping losses. In
contrast to supercharging, the primary disadvantage of turbocharging is what is referred to as
"lag" or "spool time". This is the time between the demand for an increase in power the throttle
being opened and the turbocharger s providing increased intake pressure, and hence increased
power. Throttle lag occurs because turbochargers rely on the buildup of exhaust gas pressure
to drive the turbine. In variable output systems such as automobile engines, exhaust gas
pressure at idle, low engine speeds, or low throttle is usually insufficient to drive the turbine.
Only when the engine reaches sufficient speed does the turbine section start to spool up, or
spin fast enough to produce intake pressure above atmospheric pressure. A combination of an
exhaust-driven turbocharger and an engine-driven supercharger can mitigate the weaknesses
of both. In the case of Electro-Motive Diesel 's two-stroke engines, the mechanically assisted
turbocharger is not specifically a twincharger, as the engine uses the mechanical assistance to
charge air only at lower engine speeds and startup. Once above notch 5, the engine uses true
turbocharging. This differs from a turbocharger that uses the compressor section of the
turbo-compressor only during starting and, as a two-stroke engines cannot naturally aspirate,
and, according to SAE definitions, a two-stroke engine with a mechanically assisted
compressor during idle and low throttle is considered naturally aspirated. In naturally aspirated
piston engines , intake gases are drawn or "pushed" into the engine by atmospheric pressure
filling the volumetric void caused by the downward stroke of the piston [21] [22] which creates a
low-pressure area , similar to drawing liquid using a syringe. The amount of air actually drawn
in, compared with the theoretical amount if the engine could maintain atmospheric pressure, is
called volumetric efficiency. The turbocharger's compressor draws in ambient air and
compresses it before it enters into the intake manifold at increased pressure. The power needed
to spin the centrifugal compressor is derived from the kinetic energy of the engine's exhaust
gases. In automotive applications, 'boost' refers to the amount by which intake manifold
pressure exceeds atmospheric pressure at sea level. This is representative of the extra air
pressure that is achieved over what would be achieved without the forced induction. The level
of boost may be shown on a pressure gauge, usually in bar , psi or possibly kPa. Modern
turbochargers can use wastegates , blow-off valves and variable geometry, as discussed in later
sections. In petrol engine turbocharger applications, boost pressure is limited to keep the entire
engine system, including the turbocharger, inside its thermal and mechanical design operating
range. Over-boosting an engine frequently causes damage to the engine in a variety of ways
including pre-ignition, overheating, and over-stressing the engine's internal hardware. For
example, to avoid engine knocking also known as detonation and the related physical damage
to the engine, the intake manifold pressure must not get too high, thus the pressure at the
intake manifold of the engine must be controlled by some means. Opening the wastegate allows
the excess energy destined for the turbine to bypass it and pass directly to the exhaust pipe,
thus reducing boost pressure. The wastegate can be either controlled manually frequently seen
in aircraft or by an actuator in automotive applications, it is often controlled by the engine
control unit. A turbocharger may also be used to increase fuel efficiency without increasing
power. As the hot turbine side is being driven by the exhaust energy, the cold intake turbine the
other side of the turbo compresses fresh intake air and drives it into the engine's intake. By
using this otherwise wasted energy to increase the mass of air, it becomes easier to ensure that
all fuel is burned before being vented at the start of the exhaust stage. The increased
temperature from the higher pressure gives a higher Carnot efficiency. A reduced density of
intake air is caused by the loss of atmospheric density seen with elevated altitudes. Thus, a
natural use of the turbocharger is with aircraft engines. As an aircraft climbs to higher altitudes,
the pressure of the surrounding air quickly falls off. Since atmospheric pressure reduces as the
aircraft climbs, power drops as a function of altitude in normally aspirated engines. Systems
that use a turbocharger to maintain an engine's sea-level power output are called
turbo-normalized systems. Generally, a turbo-normalized system attempts to maintain a
manifold pressure of Turbocharger lag turbo lag is the time required to change power output in
response to a throttle change, noticed as a hesitation or slowed throttle response when
accelerating as compared to a naturally aspirated engine. This is due to the time needed for the

exhaust system and turbocharger to generate the required boost which can also be referred to
as spooling. Inertia, friction, and compressor load are the primary contributors to turbocharger
lag. Superchargers do not suffer this problem, because the turbine is eliminated due to the
compressor being directly powered by the engine. Turbocharger applications can be
categorized into those that require changes in output power such as automotive and those that
do not such as marine, aircraft, commercial automotive, industrial, engine-generators, and
locomotives. While important to varying degrees, turbocharger lag is most problematic in
applications that require rapid changes in power output. Engine designs reduce lag in a number
of ways:. Sometimes turbo lag is mistaken for engine speeds that are below boost threshold. If
engine speed is below a turbocharger's boost threshold rpm then the time needed for the
vehicle to build speed and rpm could be considerable, maybe even tens of seconds for a heavy
vehicle starting at low vehicle speed in a high gear. This wait for vehicle speed increase is not
turbo lag, it is improper gear selection for boost demand. Once the vehicle reaches sufficient
speed to provide the required rpm to reach boost threshold, there will be a far shorter delay
while the turbo itself builds rotational energy and transitions to positive boost, only this last
part of the delay in achieving positive boost is the turbo lag. The boost threshold of a
turbocharger system is the lower bound of the region within which the compressor operates.
Below a certain rate of flow, a compressor produces insignificant boost. This limits boost at a
particular RPM, regardless of exhaust gas pressure. Newer turbocharger and engine
developments have steadily reduced boost thresholds. Electrical boosting "E-boosting" is a
new technology under development. It uses an electric motor to bring the turbocharger up to
operating speed quicker than possible using available exhaust gases. This makes compressor
speed independent of turbine speed. Turbochargers start producing boost only when a certain
amount of kinetic energy is present in the exhaust gasses. Without adequate exhaust gas flow
to spin the turbine blades, the turbocharger cannot produce the necessary force needed to
compress the air going into the engine. The boost threshold is determined by the engine
displacement , engine rpm, throttle opening, and the size of the turbocharger. The operating
speed rpm at which there is enough exhaust gas momentum to compress the air going into the
engine is called the "boost threshold rpm". Reducing the "boost threshold rpm" can improve
throttle response. Many turbocharger installations use additional technologies , such as
wastegates, intercooling and blow-off valves. Energy provided for the turbine work is converted
from the enthalpy and kinetic energy of the gas. The turbine housings direct the gas flow
through the turbine as it spins at up to , rpm. Often the same basic turbocharger assembly is
available from the manufacturer with multiple housing choices for the turbine, and sometimes
the compressor cover as well. This lets the balance between performance, response, and
efficiency be tailored to the application. The turbine and impeller wheel sizes also dictate the
amount of air or exhaust that can flow through the system, and the relative efficiency at which
they operate. In general, the larger the turbine wheel and compressor wheel the larger the flow
capacity. Measurements and shapes can vary, as well as curvature and number of blades on the
wheels. A turbocharger's performance is closely tied to its size. Small turbochargers spin
quickly, but may not have the same performance at high acceleration. Twin-turbo or bi-turbo
designs have two separate turbochargers operating in either a sequence or in parallel. In a
sequential setup one turbocharger runs at low speeds and the second turns on at a
predetermined engine speed or load. Two-stage variable twin-turbos employ a small
turbocharger at low speeds and a large one at higher speeds. They are connected in a series so
that boost pressure from one turbocharger is multiplied by another, hence the name "2-stage.
Twin turbochargers are primarily used in Diesel engines. Both turbochargers operate together
in mid range, with the smaller one pre-compressing the air, which the larger one further
compresses. A bypass valve regulates the exhaust flow to each turbocharger. At higher speed
2, to 3, RPM only the larger turbocharger runs. Smaller turbochargers have less turbo lag than
larger ones, so often two small turbochargers are used instead of one large one. This
configuration is popular in engines over 2. Twin-scroll or divided turbochargers have two
exhaust gas inlets and two nozzles, a smaller sharper angled one for quick response and a
larger less angled one for peak performance. With high-performance camshaft timing, exhaust
valves in different cylinders can be open at the same time, overlapping at the end of the power
stroke in one cylinder and the end of exhaust stroke in another. In twin-scroll designs, the
exhaust manifold physically separates the channels for cylinders that can interfere with each
other, so that the pulsating exhaust gasses flow through separate spirals scrolls. With common
firing order 1â€”3â€”4â€”2, two scrolls of unequal length pair cylinders 1 and 4, and 3 and 2.
This lets the engine efficiently use exhaust scavenging techniques, which decreases exhaust
gas temperatures and NO x emissions, improves turbine efficiency, and reduces turbo lag
evident at low engine speeds. Cut-out of a twin-scroll exhaust and turbine; the dual "scrolls"

pairing cylinders 1 and 4, and 2 and 3 are clearly visible. Variable-geometry or variable-nozzle
turbochargers use moveable vanes to adjust the air-flow to the turbine, imitating a turbocharger
of the optimal size throughout the power curve. Their angle is adjusted by an actuator to block
or increase air flow to the turbine. The result is that the turbocharger improves fuel efficiency
without a noticeable level of turbocharger lag. E-Turbo technology is becoming much more
feasible and practical to use across many different applications and purposes. An E-turbo is a
turbocharger that is propelled by both exhaust gas, like a traditional turbo, or electric power to
help turn the turbines. Allowing the turbines to be driven by two power sources is a great
advantage for the average driver, commercial use and in motorsports. For the average
commuter E-Turbo will use the electric power to allow the engine to run more efficiently. This
electric power will be used to spool the turbo when there isn't enough exhaust gases present.
Electric turbos can also operate at lambda 1, unlike traditional exhaust driven turbochargers.
Another advantage to E-turbos is they allow for a more continuous torque output at varying
speeds and loads. Traditionally turbo chargers would often reach peak performance closer to
the top of an engines RPM range than the bottom. The E-Turbo will allow drivers to have the
same amount or torque available through the whole RPM range. E-Turbos also have the
advantage of using the cars wasted exhaust gas energy and converting it back into electrical
energy to be used later on. The compressor draws in air from the atmosphere, and compresses
it to above atmospheric pressure. This compressed air is then fed into the engine. The
compressor is made up of an impeller, a diffuser and a volute housing. The exhaust side of the
turbo where the rotational force for the Compressor turbine comes from. On the exhaust side, a
turbine is spun by the spent exhaust gas that is produced by the engine. This Turbine is
connected through the center of a turbo through a rotating shaft. After the exhaust as spun the
turbine it continues into the exhaust and out of the vehicle. Ported shroud. The flow range of a
turbocharger compressor can be increased by allowing air to bleed from a ring of holes or a
circular groove around the compressor at a point slightly downstream of the compressor inlet
but far nearer to the inlet than to the outlet. The ported shroud is a performance enhancement
that allows the compressor to operate at significantly lower flows. It achieves this by forcing a
simulation of impeller stall to occur continuously. Allowing some air to escape at this location
inhibits the onset of surge and widens the operating range. While peak efficiencies may
decrease, high efficiency may be achieved over a greater range of engine speeds. Increases in
compressor efficiency result in slightly cooler more dense intake air, which improves power.
This is a passive structure that is constantly open in contrast to compressor exhaust blow off
valves, which are mechanically or electronically controlled. The ability of the compressor to
provide high boost at low rpm may also be increased marginally because near choke conditions
the compressor draws air inward through the bleed path. Ported shrouds are used by many
turbocharger manufacturers. The center hub rotating assembly CHRA houses the shaft that
connects the compressor impeller and turbine. It also must contain a bearing system to
suspend the shaft, allowing it to rotate at very high speed with minimal friction. For instance, in
automotive applications the CHRA typically uses a thrust bearing or ball bearing lubricated by a
constant supply of pressurized engine oil. The CHRA may also be considered "water-cooled" by
having an entry and exit point for engine coolant. Water-cooled models use engine coolant to
keep lubricating oil cooler, avoiding possible oil coking destructive distillation of engine oil
from the extreme heat in the turbine. The development of air- foil bearings removed this risk.
Ball bearings designed to support high speeds and temperatures are sometimes used instead
of fluid bearings to support the turbine shaft. This helps the turbocharger accelerate more
quickly and reduces turbo lag. When the pressure of the engine's intake air is increased, its
temperature also increases. This occurrence can be explained through Gay-Lussac's law ,
stating that the pressure of a given amount of gas held at constant volume is directly
proportional to the Kelvin temperature. In addition, heat soak from the hot exhaust gases
spinning the turbine will also heat the intake air. The warmer the intake air, the less dense, and
the less oxygen available for the combustion event, which reduces volumetric efficiency. Not
only does excessive intake-air temperature reduce efficiency, it also leads to engine knock, or
detonation , which is destructive to engines. To compensate for the increase in temperature,
turbocharger units often make use of an intercooler between successive stages of boost to cool
down the intake air. A charge air cooler is an air cooler between the boost stage s and the
appliance that consumes the boosted air. There are two areas on which intercoolers are
commonly mounted. It can be either mounted on top, parallel to the engine, or mounted near the
lower front of the vehicle. Top-mount intercoolers setups will result in a decrease in turbo lag,
due in part by the location of the intercooler being much closer to the turbocharger outlet and
throttle body. This closer proximity reduces the time it takes for air to travel through the system,
producing power sooner, compared to that of a front-mount intercooler which has more

distance for the air to travel to reach the outlet and throttle. Front-mount intercoolers can have
the potential to give better cooling compared to that of a top-mount. The area in which a
top-mounted intercooler is located, is near one of the hottest areas of a car, right above the
engine. This is why most manufacturers include large hood scoops to help feed air to the
intercooler while the car is moving, but while idle, the hood scoop provides little to no benefit.
Even while moving, when the atmospheric temperatures begin to rise, top-mount intercoolers
tend to underperform compared to front-mount intercoolers. With more distance to travel, the
air circulated through a front-mount intercooler may have more time to cool. Adding the mixture
to intake of the turbocharged engines decreased operating temperatures and increased horse
power. Turbocharged engines today run high boost and high engine temperatures to match.
When injecting the mixture into the intake stream, the air is cooled as the liquids evaporate.
Inside the combustion chamber it slows the flame, acting similar to higher octane fuel. In
addition to the use of intercoolers, it is common practice to add extra fuel to the intake air
known as "running an engine rich" for the sole purpose of cooling. The amount of extra fuel
varies, but typically reduces the air-fuel ratio to between 11 and 13, instead of the stoichiometric
The extra fuel is not burned as there is insufficient oxygen to complete the chemical reaction ,
instead it undergoes a phase change from atomized liquid to gas. This phase change absorbs
heat, and the added mass of the extra fuel reduces the average thermal energy of the charge
and exhaust gas. Even when a catalytic converter is used, the practice of running an engine rich
increases exhaust emissions. A wastegate regulates the exhaust gas flow that enters the
exhaust-side driving turbine and therefore the air intake into the manifold and the degree of
boosting. It can be controlled by a boost pressure assisted, generally vacuum hose attachment
point diaphragm for vacuum and positive pressure to return commonly oil contaminated waste
to the emissions system to force the spring-loaded diaphragm to stay closed until the over
boost point is sensed by the ECU or a solenoid operated by the engine's electronic control unit
or a boost controller. Turbocharged engines operating at wide open throttle and high rpm
require a large volume of air to flow between the turbocharger and the inlet of the engine. When
the throttle is closed, compressed air flows to the throttle valve without an exit i. In this
situation, the surge can raise the pressure of the air to a level that can cause damage. This is
because if the pressure rises high enough, a compressor stall occursâ€”stored pressurized air
decompresses backward across the impeller and out the inlet. The reverse flow back across the
turbocharger makes the turbine shaft reduce in speed more quickly than it would naturally,
possibly damaging the turbocharger. To prevent this from happening, a valve is fitted between
the turbocharger and inlet, which vents off the excess air pressure. These are known as an
anti-surge, diverter, bypass, turbo-relief valve, blow-off valve BOV , or dump valve. It is a
pressure relief valve , and is normally operated by the vacuum from the intake manifold. The
primary use of this valve is to maintain the spinning of the turbocharger at a high speed. The air
is usually recycled back into the turbocharger inlet diverter or bypass valves , but can also be
vented to the atmosphere blow off valve. Recycling back into the turbocharger inlet is required
on an engine that uses a mass-airflow fuel injection system, because dumping the excessive air
overboard downstream of the mass airflow sensor causes an excessively rich fuel
mixtureâ€”because the mass-airflow sensor has already accounted for the extra air that is no
longer being used. Valves that recycle the air also shorten the time needed to re-spool the
turbocharger after sudden engine deceleration, since load on the turbocharger when the valve
is active is much lower than if the air charge vents to atmosphere. A free floating turbocharger
is the simplest type of turbocharger. Free floating turbochargers produce more horsepower
because they have less backpressure, but are not drivable in performance applications without
an external wastegate. Also in , Chevrolet introduced a special run of turbocharged Corvairs ,
initially called the Monza Spyder â€” and later renamed the Corsa â€” , which mounted a
turbocharger to its air cooled flat six cylinder engine. Today, turbocharging is common on both
diesel and petrol-powered cars. Turbocharging can increase power output for a given capacity
[45] or increase fuel efficiency by allowing a smaller displacement engine. The first production
turbocharger diesel passenger car was the Garrett-turbocharged [46] Mercedes SD introduced
in The Audi R10 with a diesel engine even won the 24 hours race of Le Mans in , and Since then,
few turbocharged motorcycles have been produced. This is partially due to an abundance of
larger displacement, naturally aspirated engines being available that offer the torque and power
benefits of a smaller displacement engine with turbocharger, but do return more linear power
characteristics. A natural use of the turbochargerâ€”and its earliest known use for any internal
combustion engine, starting with experimental installations in the sâ€”is with aircraft engines.
As an aircraft climbs to higher altitudes the pressure of the surrounding air quickly falls off.
However, since the charge in the cylinders is pushed in by this air pressure, the engine
normally produces only half-power at full throttle at this altitude. Pilots would like to take

advantage of the low drag at high altitudes to go faster, but a naturally aspirated engine does
not produce enough power at the same altitude to do so. The table below is used to
demonstrate the wide range of conditions experienced. As seen in the table below, there is
significant scope for forced induction to compensate for lower density environments. A
turbocharger remedies this problem by compressing the air back to sea-level pressures
turbo-normalizing , or even much higher turbo-charging , in order to produce rated power at
high altitude. Since the size of the turbocharger is chosen to produce a given amount of
pressure at high altitude, the turbocharger is oversized for low altitude. The speed of the
turbocharger is controlled by a wastegate. Early systems used a fixed wastegate, resulting in a
turbocharger that functioned much like a supercharger. Later systems utilized an adjustable
wastegate, controlled either manually by the pilot or by an automatic hydraulic or electric
system. When the aircraft is at low altitude the wastegate is usually fully open, venting all the
exhaust gases overboard. As the aircraft climbs and the air density drops, the wastegate must
continuously close in small increments to maintain full power. The altitude at which the
wastegate fully closes and the engine still produces full power is the critical altitude. When the
aircraft climbs above the critical altitude, engine power output decreases as altitude increases,
just as it would in a naturally aspirated engine. With older supercharged aircraft without
Automatic Boost Control, the pilot must continually adjust the throttle to maintain the required
manifold pressure during ascent or descent. The pilot must also take care to avoid
over-boosting the engine and causing damage. In contrast, modern turbocharger systems use
an automatic wastegate, which controls the manifold pressure within parameters preset by the
manufacturer. For these systems, as long as the control system is working properly and the
pilot's control commands are smooth and deliberate, a turbocharger cannot over-boost the
engine and damage it. Yet the majority of World War II engines used superchargers, because
they maintained three significant manufacturing advantages over turbochargers, which were
larger, involved extra piping, and required exotic high-temperature materials in the turbine and
pre-turbine section of the exhaust system. The size of the piping alone is a serious issue;
American fighters Vought F4U and Republic P used the same engine, but the huge barrel-like
fuselage of the latter was, in part, needed to hold the piping to and from the turbocharger in the
rear of the plane. Turbocharged piston engines are also subject to many of the same operating
restrictions as gas turbine engines. Pilots must make smooth, slow throttle adjustments to
avoid overshooting their target manifold pressure. In systems using a manually operated
wastegate, the pilot must be careful not to exceed the turbocharger's maximum rpm. The
additional systems and piping increase an aircraft engine's size, weight, complexity and cost. A
turbocharged aircraft engine costs more to maintain than a comparable normally aspirated
engine. Turbocharged aircraft often occupy a performance range between that of normally
aspirated piston-powered aircraft and turbine-powered aircraft. Despite the negative points,
turbocharged aircraft fly higher for greater efficiency. High cruise flight also allows more time to
evaluate issues before a forced landing must be made. As the turbocharged aircraft climbs,
however, the pilot or automated system can close the wastegate, forcing more exhaust gas
through the turbocharger turbine, thereby maintaining manifold pressure during the climb, at
least until the critical pressure altitude is reached when the wastegate is fully closed , after
which manifold pressure falls. With such systems, modern high-performance piston engine
aircraft can cruise at altitudes up to 25, feet above which, RVSM certification would be required ,
where low air density results in lower drag and higher true airspeeds. This allows flying "above
the weather". In manually controlled wastegate systems, the pilot must take care not to
overboost the engine, which causes detonation, leading to engine damage. Turbocharging,
which is common on diesel engines in automobiles, trucks, tractors, and boats is also common
in heavy machinery such as locomotives, ships, and auxiliary power generation. Turbochargers
are also employed in certain two-stroke cycle diesel engines, which would normally require a
Roots blower for aspiration. In this specific application, mainly Electro-Motive Diesel EMD , ,
and Series engines, the turbocharger is initially driven by the engine's crankshaft through a
gear train and an overrunning clutch , thereby providing aspiration for combustion. After
combustion has been achieved, and after the exhaust gases have reached sufficient heat
energy, the overrunning clutch is automatically disengaged, and the turbo-compressor is
thereafter driven exclusively by the exhaust gases. In the EMD application, the turbocharger
acts as a compressor for normal aspiration during starting and low power output settings and is
used for true turbocharging during medium and high power output settings. This is particularly
beneficial at high altitudes, as are often encountered on western U. It is possible for the
turbocharger to revert to compressor mode momentarily during commands for large increases
in engine power. The U. Coalition for Advanced Diesel Cars is pushing for a technology neutral
policy for government subsidies of environmentally friendly automotive technology. If
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Spinner. The turbocharger is a centrifugal air pump driven by the engine exhaust gas. It forces
additional amount of air or air-fuel mixture into the engine. This increases combustion pressure
and engine power. In most automotive engines, atmospheric pressure is the only force that
pushes air into the intake mainfold. These engines are naturally aspirated N. The air they
'breathe' is at normal atmospheric pressure. The amount of fuel that can be burned in the
cylinders is limited by the amount of air that the atmospheric pressure pushes in. An engine can
produce more power at the same speed rpm if more air-fuel mixture is forced into the cylinders.
More air-fuel mixture means higher presssures during the power strokes and higher power
output. Using a pump to force additional air-fuel mixture into the cylinders is called forced
induction. It is one way to improve volumetric efficiency V. An engine with forced induction may
produce 35 to 60 percent more power than a similar naturally aspirated engine. In three short,
precise paragraph, it perfectly serves to introduce the Turbo-Charger in this article. As
explained above, an engine will produce more power if more air-fuel mixture is forced into the
combustion chambers. In NA engines, the maximum possible amount of air that can be fed into
the combustion chamber is the displacement of that cylinder. For a 4-cylinder 1. Flowing c.
Engines with variable valve timing and other racing derived technologies e. But maximum
power is derived by igniting an optimal air-to-fuel mixture. So if we want to get more power, we
will need to burn more fuel. And to burn more fuel, we need more oxygen and that means more
air. But there is no way to feed a lot more than c. However, using a turbocharger, although each
cylinder might still be only c. Thus in forced induction, we can feed in more fuel because we
have the necessary amount of oxygen in the air to sustain optimal power production. This then
is the basic operating principle of the Turbocharger. Turbo-charging is one of the most effective

ways to significantly boost up the power of any engine at all rpms. While a turbo-kit would
initially seems to involve complicated pumbling and fueling work, in actual fact once the design
principles are understood, it becomes clear and straight-forward. In this article, I will attempt to
introduce and explain the basic design principles of the turbo-charger application. While I will
never claim to be an expert in this area, what I hope to acheive is to clarify sufficiently so
readers will be able to understand the important components of the turbo-charger. I will also
attempt to look at and explore, very briefly, several important areas of turbo-charging that are
often misunderstood. As usual, should any reader who are well versed in turbo-charging see
any errors in this article, please feel free to contact me with your correction s. The material
presented in this article is theoretically based on the "Automotive Engines" textbook quoted
above. My understanding of the theories in that textbook has been supplemented by my own
observations of several examples of real-life turbo applications in Honda cars. The most
important component of the turbo-charger package is the turbocharger itself. The photo above
is a turbocharger that has been cut-open to illustrate its construction. The diagram on the right
clearly shows the air and oil flow through the turbocharger. As explained, the turbocharger is
basically an air-compressor - it sucks in air and compresses it before pushing it out into the
engine. An important part of the turbo-charger is therefore the compressor itself, identified by
the number '1' in the picture. This is a specially designed rotary blade that when spun will suck
air through the opening in the middle and delivers compressed air out of the surronding pipe. In
operation, the compressor spins at an extremely high speed, upwards of , rpm. It is driven by
the turbine , identified by the number '2' in the picture. The compressor and the turbine are
connected to each other via a specially lubricated shaft number '3'. When the turbine is turned,
it will turn the compressor via the shaft. The turbine itself is spun by blowing exhaust gas
against it via the inlet. Spent exhaust gas will be exhaled through the center outlet and into the
exhaust system. Because the turbocharger spins at speeds of beyond ,rpm, two extremely
critical parts of it are the lubrication and the cooling. Both of these are normally done by engine
oil. When operating, engine oil is delivered to the shaft at high pressure. This serves to 'float'
the shaft in a layer of lubricating engine oil and allows the turbocharger to spin at high speeds
with little or no friction and wear. Specially designed oil passages also permeate the
turbocharger casing and oil flow through these passages together with that floating the shaft
serves to cool the turbocharger. Ensuring proper delivery of engine oil into the turbocharger is
crucial to its operation and reliability. After extended operation, the turbocharger will glow red
hot and we will need to maintain oil flow through it in order to conduct heat away. The cutaway
turbocharger above has the casing sides painted in yellow and the oil passages can be clearly
seen. With this explanation, the construction of a turbo-charger system can be explained in a
clear manner. The most important part is to properly place the turbine. The turbine is driven by
exhaust gas so for optimum placement, it will be located just after the exhaust ports, where the
headers originally are. This means we need a special manifold to feed exhaust gas from all the
cylinders into the turbine. Then we need to connect the turbine into the exhaust system so the
spent exhaust gas will be discharged. We now basically need only two more pieces of piping.
One is to fit the air-filter to the compressor part of the turbocharger. Any complicated piping
here is simply to allow us to place the filter into an optimum position for air-flow. We then need
to connect the compressor outlet to the throttle body so that compressed air will be fed into the
engine. The image on the left shows conceptually the relative location of the turbo-charger in
relation to the cylinder and its intake and exhaust valves as well as the piping that is needed to
connect the turbo-charger to the cylinder head. The other important connection to the
turbocharger is the oil delivery line, normally a special steel-braided oil hose to tap engine oil
from a suitable location. The oil outlet from the turbine then needs to be connected to the oil
pan. A turbocharger system often includes an intercooler. The Intercooler is a special cooling
coil that is mounted in between the compressor outlet of the turbo-charger and the throttle
body. When air is compressed, it gets heated up. Hot air contains less oxygen per volume than
cooler air all other parameters being equal. The intercooler 'intercepts' the compressed air from
the turbo-charger and cools it before sending it out to the throttle body. However an intercooler
has the disadvantage that it introduces throttle response lag into the system. From light or
closed throttle cruising condition, when the throttle is suddenly floored open, the turbo-charger
now needs to first pressurize the air inside the intercooler before air can be fed into the engine.
This causes a lag between the time when the throttle is floored open to the time the engine
responds. However, the lower air temperature given by the intercooler allows more power to be
generated, as well as allowing more stable engine operation and consistent power delivery. To
complete the turbo-charger system, we will need various ancilliary devices to help regulate and
control its operation. The turbocharger will normally include a waste-gate. There are many types
but the most common would be the actuator waste-gate. This is an air-pressure driven device

that opens a flap located on the turbine part of the housing. When the flap is open, it provides
an alternate, low resistance escape route for the engine exhaust gas into the exhaust system.
The flap is open via a lever that is connected to an air-pressure switch on the compressor. The
amount the flap is open varies directly with air pressures from the compressor. A spring is used
to hold the flap shut against the housing. By adjusting the spring, it is possible to control at
what air pressure the flap will start to open. In operation, this serves as a method to
approximately control the amount of boost the turbocharger will deliver to the engine. The
photo on the right shows the flap that opens the by-pass 'escape route' from the turbine to the
exhaust system. There are other variations of the waste-gate, but all of them are designed to
control the boost to the engine. In the piping from the compressor to the throttle body called the
'pressure pipe', there is also often a blow-off valve. The function of the blow-off valve is to
relieve pressure off the pressure pipe when the throttle body butterfly is closed. When this
happens, the turbocharger is still spinning often at maximum speed and pressure build-up
inside the pipe will push back against the compressor blades. This has the effect of slowing the
turbocharger down and will cause a delay in response should the throttle be open again
immediately. The blow-off valve will relieve the pressure build-up by venting the air out of the
pressure pipe. Most turbocharger systems will vent the pressure back into the air-filter
connecting pipe, others will simply vent the air back out into the atmosphere there are
advantages to doing this. The mechanism of venting these excessive pressure are also varied,
with the most famous and popular being the Sequential Blow-Off Valve invented by HKS. In
stock form, most Honda engines are naturally aspirated. Honda uses a pressure sensor, the
MAP sensor to measure the amount of air flowing into the engine. MAP sensors measures the
air pressure just after the butterfly valve in the throttle body. The higher the pressure or more
accurately, the less the vacumn , then more air will be flowing into the cylinders. In NA form, the
maximum possible air-pressure at the throttle body is therefore normal atmospheric pressure or
air at 1. In turbo-charging, we now have the unusual situation where the MAP sensor will see air
pressure of beyond the 1. In stock form, PGM-Fi sets an error code and goes into back-up
mode. So, to avoid engine damage, PGM-Fi quickly goes into its back-up mode. There are a few
ways to take care of this. To avoid having PGM-Fi go into back-up mode, the traditional method
is to add special check valves into the vacumn hose that connects the MAP sensor to the
throttle body. Later Hondas have their MAP sensors mounted directly to the throttle body so the
MAP sensor will then have to be relocated to a remote location. These check valves prevents air
pressure to the MAP sensor from building up beyond normal atmospheric pressure. The more
popular way nowadays is to modify the electronics such that although the MAP sensor do see
boost anything above normal atmospheric pressure , the actual signal to the ECU itself is
modified so that it will never indicate a boost condition. Taking care of the error-code condition
of the ECU is just one small part of the modification needed. Because PGM-Fi does not have
fuel and ignition map values that cater for boost, we will need to ensure that at boost
conditions, the injectors continue to feed sufficient fuel into the engine. Again, there are several
different ways to do this. This is an electronic device that works when boost is detected by the
MAP sensor. One or more injectors are mounted such that they feed additional fuel into the
engine. The most popular location is along the pressure pipe though some mounts it at the
intake manifold plenum and others at the runners. When boost is detected, the AIC unit injects
fuel into the air stream. Thus the air arriving into the cylinder head is already pre-mixed with a
set amount of fuel so when the original injectors opens, they're effectively adding fuel into the
mixture. By controlling how much fuel is fed by the additional injectors, the required air-fuel
mixture can be quite closely approximated using this method. A method popular in the earlier
days and still popular now is to replace the stock ECU with an aftermarket one. They basically
have fuel and gnition maps that will need to be calibrated not only for the original NA operating
range of MAP sensor values but also for the new boost range of MAP signals. However,
because they replace the original ECU, they will also alter the operating characteristics of the
engine. This innovative device introduces the idea of new fuel and ignition maps that works in
conjunction with the original PGM-Fi maps. Common optional components of the turbo-charger
system are typically various meters. They are used to monitor various operating parameters of
the engine, e. An often indispensible component of the turbo-charger system is the oil-cooler.
When a certain amount of fuel is burned, only a portion of it gets converted into useful work
driving the pistons and generating power. Most of it actually gets converted into heat! Therefore
it is unavoidable that more powerful engines will produce more heat, irregardless of whether it
is NA or turbo-charged. Installing a turbo-charger on a Honda engine will quickly increase its
power by a large amount and consequently the amount of heat it produces. An oil cooler will
quickly and efficiently disperse the heat, keeping the engine running at optimal temperature.
Another critical component of the turbo-charger system is the turbo-timer. This is an electronic

timer that is hooked into the ignition circuit. When the ignition is switched off, the turbo-timer
keeps the engine running for an additional pre-set amount of time, after which the engine is
automatically shut down. As explained earlier, the turbocharger can glow red-hot under heavy
use. By keeping the engine running, the turbo-timer keeps oil flowing through the turbocharger,
ensuring that it is properly cooled down before shutting down the engine. It is now time to
discuss various aspects of turbo-charging. One extremely key aspect is the target application
the system is installed for. I have discussed about the two main approaches to modifying our
cars in my Approaches to Modifying our Hondas editorial. These are what I arbitrarily named
street-use and race-use approaches. Now, this applies to turbo-charging too, in fact even more
so than other approaches. Turbo-charger application for street use are often simple bolt-on
mods. Street-use turbo-kits are designed for moderately big power gains with driveability and
reliability. Driveability involves many factors like good throttle response, all round power
low-end, mid-range, high-rpm , and ease of driving. Reliability assures us the use of the car
every-day without worry about the engine blowing up or having it spend 1 week in the workshop
for every week that it is driven! Turbo-Charging for race-use are in many ways directly in
contrast to that for street use. For race-use, we want maximum possible power. Because racing
allows us to keep engine revs more or less within a limited band, we can frequently tolerate very
bad mid and low rpm power, as long as power within the important rev range is as high as
possible. Good idling is certainly not a consideration at all while race engines typically only
need to last for the duration of a single race - work will be continously done to improve the
engine in between races anyway! In practise, this has direct impact on the set-up of the
turbo-charger system. The most important of this is the operating boost. In a turbo-charged
engine, max power is more or less directly proportional to the boost we run it at. The higher our
boost, the higher the maximum power. But I wrote maximum power for a very good reason. To
sustain high boost, we need a larger turbocharger. The turbocharger must be big enough to
create enough air-flow to sustain the desired boost to the engine, even more so when we have
an intercooler added. When we have a large turbocharger however, we now have to contend
with inertia. Inertia means the resistance of the turbocharger to spool up quickly. One important
characteristic of turbo-charging is turbo-lag. The text-book definition of turbo-lag is the delay
one experiences between flooring the throttle to the time the engine responses. With a big
turbocharger, while we will get huge power gains once the compressor spools up, we get the
power only when the compressor spools up. Therefore one unavoidable characteristic of a high
boost system is turbo-lag. For this reason, a street-use turbo-charger system often use low to
medium boost. For Hondas in basically stock form no big engine works , boost are often within
the 0. Honda engines, especially the super high specification VTEC versions uses very high
compression ratios and this conflicts with higher boost levels. Detonation and engine knocking
will become a big problem when boosts are pushed too high. Running a very high boost set-up
is often talked about as a matter of fact by enthusiasts but the implications are often also
casually ignored. An extremely critical issue related to boost in a turbocharged engines is the
excessive cylinder pressures in very high boost set-ups. When combustion occurs cylinder
pressure is exerted in all directions. This not only pushes the pistons down but also attempts to
push the cylinder head off the block. Very high boost levels generates very high power but also
requires that the engine is strong enough to handle the stresses involved. The stock clutch
system will not be able to handle excessive power increases. But clutches strong enough
requires excessive foot pressure to operate while sports or racing clutch also have a very
'grabby' feel leading to jerky driving. Often overlooked is the transmission's ability to handle the
extra power - the gearbox and even the drive shafts may break under excessive power. Also
important is the rest of the car; brakes, suspension, indeed the whole chassis must be strong
enough to handle the new power. As can be seen, while turbo-charging will give big increases
in engine power, crucially important is that proper work must be done to ensure the engine and
indeed the whole car itself must be able to handle the new power. Equally important too is
whether the power generated can be effectively utilized for the car's intended use, and how
practical it is to use. In this article I tried to explain the basic operating principle and structure of
the turbo-charger system in as simple and clear manner as I can. I also looked at the
approaches to turbo-charging as well as important characteristics of the two main approaches. I
hope readers find this article informative and useful. Again, I have taken all possible means to
ensure this article is accurate. Any error that creeps into this article will be totally unintentional.
Today, virtually everything from the fuel-sipping Honda Civic to the beastly Mclaren P1 has a
turbo strapped to it. A turbocharger takes exhaust gases from your engine, uses them to spin a
turbine and pressurize air. That pressurized air boost is then forced back into your engine. The
first thing the exhaust gases encounter when they leave your engine is the waste gate. The
wastegate controls how much boost your turbo creates, by regulating how much exhaust gas

reaches it. If the turbo reaches its boost limit, the wastegate will open, and allow exhaust gas to
bypass the turbo completely. How does the wastegate know how much boost the turbo is
creating? Wastegates have a spring inside of them that dictate how much boost is allowed. To
change the amount of boost your turbo is allowed to create, you can either swap out that spring
or splice a boost controller into the vacuum line. Also, wastegates can either be internal built
into the turbo or external bolted to the exhaust manifold. The wastegate in our diagram is
external. Exhaust gases leave your engine through the exhaust manifold and enter the
turbocharger. The turbocharger spins and pulls in cool intake air. This cool intake air is
pressurized, leaves the turbocharger and begins making its way to the intercooler. After the
exhaust gases have been used to spin the turbine, they leave the turbocharger and make their
way to your tail pipe through the downpipe. Pressurized intake air leaves the turbocharger and
makes its way to the intercooler through a series of pipes. In aftermarket applications, these
pipes are usually held together using silicon couplers. You usually want to make this piping as
short as possible. Turbo lag: the time delay between when you step on the throttle pedal, and
the turbocharger provides an increase in intake manifold pressure. This only happens if the
throttle body is open. The throttle body can be thought of like a door that lets air into the
engine. When you put your foot down on the throttle pedal, you yank on the throttle cable, open
the door, and allow air into the engine. When this happens, the throttle body slams shut, and all
that boost needs somewhere to go. It can either be vented into the atmosphere through an
atmospheric blow-off valve like the one in our diagram or be fed back into your intake tube
before the turbo using a re-circulating blow-off valve. How does the blow-off valve know when
to open? Closing throttle body creates a vacuum in the intake manifold. This vacuum pressure
then pulls the blow off valve open. For that reason, they need to stay cool. Pretty well all
turbochargers are oil cooled, while some are both oil and water cooled. For this reason,
aftermarket turbo setups on naturally aspirated cars usually require you to tap a hole in your oil
pan. This is usually done using fittings spliced into coolant hoses. External Wastegate. Internal
Wastegate Source. Turbo Downpipe Source. Turbo Intake Pipe Source. Intercooler setup
Source. Atmospheric Blow-off Valve Source. Re-circulatig Blow-off Valve Source. Project Car
Ownership is an Emotional Rollercoaster. However, adding a turbocharger to an engine is more
than just choosing the turbo for your projected horsepower output. Adding fuel and controlling
your fuel injection system is addressed in Chapter 8. Today there are turbo kits available
designed for your specific application. For most street driven vehicles, where horsepower
increases of 50 to percent are desired and internal engine modifications are not planned, these
kits tend to work very well. However, there may not be a kit out there for your application, or you
may be looking for a race setup, so the available kits are too mild or too simple for your needs.
The Banks 7. This layout illustrates the level of detail that goes into a good turbo system.
Courtesy Gale Banks Engineering. In its simplest definition, turbo lag is the response time
between when you stomp on the gas and when the turbo actually comes on to boost. Turbo lag
exists; it has to. Even the engine has some lag based upon how quickly it will accelerate to
speed. The quality of the system design and tuning can minimize lag to an imperceptible level.
The difference between turbo lag and system lag can be difficult to sort out. The primary
purpose of this section of the book is to assume that the turbocharger selected for your engine
is a good match, and now you need to choose the proper system components so that the sum
of their effect helps to make the turbocharger one with the engine. Understanding the design
considerations taken into account on other successful turbo systems will help in designing
your specific project. A highly effective turbocharger system is one that has taken all of the
relatively small considerations and variables into account regarding airflow. The sum of the
considerations becomes significant when the engine and turbo system are expected to act as
one. The first objective in the design of a turbocharger system is placement. Where is the turbo
to go? This answer contains several considerations that really need to be well thought out very
early on in the project. But that specific consideration, while potentially important, is beyond the
scope of this book. Banks dyno room technicians prepare to test recent modifications to the
Banks twin-turbo setup. While Banks has marketed this kit for over 25 years, they continuously
refine it and update it to include all of the latest turbo design features, electronic tuning
elements, and engine modifications developed through their on-going racing programs. In a
transverse engine, the arrangement of a 4-cylinder engine yields a lot of room for the turbo to
be positioned front and center. With an aftermarket turbo kit, the kit builder has already made
the decision for you. Consider belts, hoses, the alternator, fuels lines, painted body parts, etc.
Page An important decision in your turbo system design is whether to use a single- or
twin-turbo arrangement. Cosmetics aside, one of the first concerns is engine size and
configuration. A 4-cylinder or straight-6 engine bay will typically contain sufficient room to
house a single large turbo. If you have one of these engine configurations, the choice is

relatively easy. By contrast, a V-type engine arrangement may require other considerations.
Running a single turbo on a Vengine will require you to route the exhaust from one side to the
other unless your vehicle, like Indy cars, has sufficient room to place the turbo aft of the engine.
The length of the manifold tubing and the total increase in heat load will likely require the use of
expansion joints to eliminate the cracks from thermal expansion and contraction. Applying two
smaller units will solve most of these plumbing and fitment problems. The engine room at Gale
Banks engineering and another twin turbo system and engine build underway. Historically, the
major interest in using twins has been to help reduce the turbo lag during engine acceleration.
This is especially true for highperformance street engines. Two small turbines have a lower total
polar moment of inertia than a single large turbine. Moment of inertia is the resistance of a body
to change in speed, up or down. Remember your basic physics: a body in motion tends to stay
in motion, and a body at rest tends to stay at rest also a couch-potato definition. The radius of
gyration is the distance from the axis of rotation to a point in the body that would have the same
I as the body itself. This will not be equal to the radius of the rotational diameter of the turbine
wheel because turbines are designed to keep as much of their mass as close to the axis of
rotation as possible. The turbine wheel hub is much more massive than the outer areas of the
blades. Therefore, K will almost always be less than one-half the rotational diameter. The
formula demonstrates the value of keeping the turbine wheel material near the outer diameter to
a minimum to reduce K, because the moment of inertia varies as the square of K. This can be
functionally illustrated by applying the formula to see how two turbos will cut the moment of
inertia by more than half, which indicates a gain in potential rotor acceleration since two turbos
will each have exactly half the exhaust energy as compared to what a single turbo unit would
see on the same engine. If the alternative best match single unit turbine wheel had a diameter of
3. This would be 2. There are many factors aside from moment of inertia that will affect turbo
system response time. Turbine efficiency is another important consideration. An often
overlooked and rarely recognized concept is that the turbine wheel running clearance the space
between the wheel and the housing is a loss feature to turbine efficiency. In the above
examples, both turbine wheels would likely have the same turbine wheel contour clearance
between the turbine housing and turbine wheel. The total turbine wheel clearance contained in
two turbines will therefore be a higher percentage of total turbine flow, thereby potentially
lowering the total turbine efficiency in a twin unit arrangement. Packaging and abstract
efficiency discussions aside, it may make the most sense for the intended use of the vehicle to
help you decide between a big single and twins. Drag racing vehicles today make good use of
tuning features such as anti-lag systems ALS discussed in greater depth in Chapter 8. Once the
vehicle with a big single unit is launched using such tuning mechanisms, the higher system
efficiency takes over and the single unit will pay dividends in lower ETs. Regardless of whether
you plan to make a competition or high-performance street machine, the air intake is an
extremely important consideration. Note the Lexus GS gets its intake air right through the hood.
Note how the wastegate dumps nicely parallel to the turbine outlet path. The leading edge from
where you get your air is the same as in a competition vehicle, but you have two other primary
considerations: filtration of small dirt particles and rain. Do not use paper air filter elements in a
turbocharged vehicle. While many companies market performance intake systems already
designed for your vehicle, be cautious because they have a filter element sized for its stock
naturally aspirated state. This will likely be undersized for your turbocharged motor and can
cause problems. This keeps the pressure drop and resulting pumping loss during intake to a
minimum. It also creates excess flow capacity to allow dirt to be more easily separated from the
air stream and become trapped, while still having the capacity to flow enough air for the desired
performance. The filters are pleated to allow more surface area within a given diameter for
packaging purposes. Now, to help you choose a filter, determine the diameter that will fit your
installation, and then use the following formula to determine the filter length or height,
depending on orientation. Note that this calculation is for round filters. Consequently, in the
above example if you had room for a inch diameter filter it would require a filter height of about
3 inches. If this seems large to you, then you now understand the value of a properly sized air
filter assembly and the value of knowing how to design your own turbo system. If you have a
few feet to navigate, keep your tubing diameter as large as room will allow. This reduces tubing
line loss. There is some confusion in terminology between aftercooler, intercooler, and
charge-air cooler. In the past, aircraft engines would run turbochargers in stages where the first
stage compressor would feed the inlet of the second stage compressor, which would further
compress the air before it enters the engine. Due to the extremely high boost pressures, an air
cooler was positioned between the first and second-stage compressors. That cooler was called
the intercooler. Another cooler would be positioned after the second stage, which was the final
compressor stage, and that was referred to as the aftercooler. The aftercooler was the cooler

whose outlet fed the engine. The Banks twin-turbo 6. While multi-stage turbocharger systems
are still in-use in some tractor pull classes, selected high-performance diesels, and late-model
commercial diesels, the term intercooler and aftercooler are used synonymously today. The
term intercooler is used today to mean a cooler in-between the turbo and the engine. So feel
free to use whichever term you are comfortable with. The subject of aftercoolers is one that
could fill an entire book. And does anyone really stick to running just 7 psi? While the air
density enhancement is not as dramatic at this mild boost level, a cooler air charge will still
raise the fuel detonation threshold and keep you running safe. An aftercooler on a commercial
application such as this can drop the intake charge temperature as much as degrees F.
However, above that 5 to 7 lbs boost level the benefits are indeed worth the trouble. In addition
to dramatically increasing air density, the aftercooler removes a significant amount of thermal
stress that would otherwise be seen by the engine. But perhaps the biggest benefit is that an
aftercooled charge is less likely to detonate, which will dramatically reduce power and can
quickly destroy your engine. The cooler keeps the air charge temperature lower without loss in
engine thermal efficiency. As a general rule, each one degree F reduction of intake air
temperature will also reduce exhaust temperatures by one degree F. This is without a
detrimental effect upon BMEP, which is the force that drives the piston down the cylinder to
produce power. An aftercooler is nothing more than a heat exchanger. The air leaving the
turbocharger is hot. The higher the boost pressure, the more the air is compressed, and the
more heat that is compacted into that intake air. You can increase the effectiveness of the
intercooler by placing it in vehicle frontal airflow, which brings more cool ambient air over the
cooling fins. Its main function is to further increase air density beyond what the turbocharger
has produced. Its secondary functions are reduced thermal load and lowered detonation
threshold. The goal of your turbocharger system is not to create excessive boost
pressureâ€”you want increased air density for enhanced engine performance. Boost pressure is
important to the enhancement of VE, but excessive pressure can result from super-heated air if
the compressor is operating outside of its range of efficiency. The absence of an intercooler will
cause excess thermal stress and detonation. During the act of cooling the air, the aftercooler
must actually reduce boost pressure slightly, by about 1 to 2 lbs, because of ideal gas law
requirements. Most well made aftercoolers tend to run between 60 and 75 percent efficiency.
The efficiency of an aftercooler basically measures the comparison of the heat removed by the
aftercooler as a function of the heat added from compression. If you end up measuring an
efficiency of less than 60 percent, it might be time for an upgrade. Assume an ambient
temperature of 75 degrees F T1 , compressor discharge of degrees F T2 , and an aftercooler
discharge temperature of degrees F T3. This is the formula for predicting T3 aftercooler
discharge temp when adding an aftercooler with a known efficiency. Assume a compressor
discharge temperature of degrees F T2 , an aftercooler efficiency of 70 percent, and an ambient
temperature of 75 degrees F T1. In this example, your intake manifold temperature drops from to
just degreesâ€”a degree improvement. This would decrease your exhaust temperature by about
the same amount and likely eliminate your detonation problem. Assuming about a pressure
ratio, or 15 lbs boost, along with a 70 percent compressor efficiency, you could expect to be
able to produce about 15â€”18 percent more power at the same engine speed while making
about one psi less boost. One important consideration relative to a retrofit of a cooler is that the
dramatically lower EGT in Example 2 could lower the available energy driving the turbine. When
this occurs it may become necessary to use a slightly smaller turbine housing to maintain
desired boost level. However, if your turbine housing was a bit on the small side and the boost
actuator was set to actuate very early, your match may not require a change. Combined density
ratio chart shows the density ratio of both nonaftercooled and aftercooled density ratios for the
same compressor efficiencies. Note how the two groups of lines diverge as boost pressure
rises. Air temperature raises as a function of boost pressure; the higher the boost pressure, the
more an aftercooler adds to air density improvement. Courtesy Honeywell Turbo Technologies.
Check out the density ratio chart on page First off note the aftercooled and non-aftercooled
numbers diverge as a function of boost. The higher the boost the greater the heat produced and
the more important an aftercooler becomes. As boost raises, it becomes evident how the cooler
begins to add measurable value to air density. However, note how the two groups of lines, each
representing the same compressor efficiencies, have different relative spreads. The lines in the
non-aftercooled group are much farther apart than those in the aftercooled lines. One could
interpret from this that compressor efficiency is not as important in an aftercooled application,
but that would be a mistake. Remember that the turbocharger becomes an integral part of the
engine, and a less efficient compressor will require more work from the turbine, which will
create more backpressure on the exhaust side of the engine and reduce overall performance.
The compressor has no idea there is even an intercooler in the system. So in every situation,

the more efficient the compressor is, the easier it is for the turbine stage. While this is true in
part, it seems like an overly academic argument. There are two primary types of construction
used on automotive coolers: tube and fin, and bar and plate. Most commercial diesel
applications utilize the tube and fin aftercoolers. That design lends to more cost-effective
manufacturing methods, while the bar and plate construction tends to be more labor intensive
and contain more material weight. An aftercooler, by its very nature tends to be somewhat of an
engineering dichotomy. It is both a pressure vessel and a heat exchanger. It needs strength to
withstand both the boost pressure and stresses of thermal cycling. This means it needs to be
robust enough to stand up to the pressure under use, while also being made of material that
conducts heat very well and uses thin cross-sectional areas for maximum heat rejection
characteristics. The turbo system develops 8 lbs of boost and takes the stock hp mill to hp
using octane fuel. Note the location of the aftercooler and boost tube routing to clear engine
bay obstacles. Courtesy Turbonetics. Cross-sectional view of a tube and fin aftercooler section.
Note the header plate with the degree bends that form the connection point for welding to the
aftercooler manifolds. The tubes are furnace brazed to the header plate using a coating that
bonds the assembly together. Tube and fin construction uses individual tubes that fit into a
die-cut header plate and are furnace brazed to the header plate for air sealing and strength. End
view of an extruded aluminum air tube. Note the thicker wall area at the ends. Bar and plate type
construction is the most robust design type, capable of handling higher pressures than tube
and fin designs. Note the series of bars stacked up to form the cooler frame and the intersection
of these bars that form the area where the manifold is to be attached. Not quite as obvious are
the series of flat plates that sandwich each bar to form the tubes for airflow. Courtesy Vibrant
Performance. This is an aftercooler air tube from a tube and fin cooler with a row of turbulators
shown. The turbulators section simply slides inside the air tube and breaks-up laminar flow
while increasing the heat-sink capacity by providing more mass for the air to heat up. There are
even different tube and fin designs to be aware of. The lowcost, low-pressure designs will use
tubes formed from flat plates that will be seam welded, while the higherquality, higher-pressure
designs will use extruded aluminum tubes. The tube and fin design can be made very robust for
high pressures, but header thickness must be increased and extruded tubes are a must. The bar
and plate type construction literally uses a series of bars and plates stacked up to form the air
tubes. This design is much more costly because of the labor required, but is capable of higher
pressures than even extruded-aluminum tube and fin designs. Extreme boost applications
should exclusively use the bar and plate design for dependable performance. There are 10
different part numbers for this kit to cover both the Nissan Z and Infiniti G35 from to for both
automatic and 6-speed transmissions. Laminar flow through an open tube represented by
airflow vectors shows how this does not allow for good heat rejection in an aftercooler. The use
of turbulators converts laminar flow into turbulent flow to allow thermal mixing, plus the
turbulators provide increased heat-sink capacity for conducting more energy to the surface for
increased heat rejection. Another advantage of the bar and plate design is the flexibility of
cooler thickness. The tube and fin design is limited by the header width and the tube design
width. Manufacturing a wider aftercooler for a performance application, while costly, is more
possible in a bar and plate design; you simply make the plates wider. This provides increased
surface area for more heat rejection capability. Both types of cooler designs should employ the
use of turbulators inside the air tubes to help increase cooler heat rejection efficiency. Air
flowing through a tube does not move at even speeds throughout the cross-sectional area of
the tube. The air toward the surface of the tube tends to move more slowly due to what is called
laminar boundary layer flow. The boundary layer in physics and fluid mechanics is the layer of
fluid, or air, in the immediate vicinity of a bounding surface. In atmosphere, the boundary layer
is the air closest to the ground. This is why the wind speed picks up as you rise in altitude. If we
lived in a tube, the air would slow back down as we approached the other boundary at the peak
altitude. Vibrant Performance offers polished aftercoolers for engines of to hp. Spearco division
of Turbonetics, as well as many others, offers aftercooler manifolds sometimes called tanks to
fit various applications. They mate with heat-exchanger center sections for customized fits in
unique applications where an off the shelf cooler may not be available. The Quick Check leak
test kit from Av-Tekk, a commercial diesel charge-air cooler supplier, is a universal aftercooler
test kit that fits most every size cooler inlet and discharge diameters. Courtesy Av-Tekk. Ludwig
Prandtl first defined the aerodynamic boundary layer principle in a paper presented in in
Heidelberg, Germany. The understanding of this principle has become extremely important in
the areas of turbines, aircraft wing design, meteorology, and heat transfer. Boundary layers are
either laminar layered or turbulent disordered. In heat transfer the majority of the heat transfer
to and from a body takes place in the boundary layer. Therefore, an aftercooler with completely
open air tubes will have a much lower capability to reject heat due to the laminar flow, where the

boundary layer would allow heat to be retained in the higher speed outer flow. The outer flow is
the specific reference to that portion of airflow farthest away from the bounding layer, which in
our case would be toward the middle of the tube. The illustrations below show how air flows
through an open tube and how the use of turbulators converts laminar flow into turbulent flow
for increased heat rejection. Horsepower conveniently sizes aftercoolers. Since you already
know your horsepower goal from the compressor matching exercises see how valuable your
realistic horsepower objectives are? However, there is the consideration of available space.
However, you can imagine that the same cubic inch size of cooler with a larger frontal area will
be a bit more efficient. With that said, simply choose a welldesigned cooler, rated for your
horsepower level, that utilizes all of the frontal area available. Be cautious not to go overboard
on thickness. Typically, the bimetal spring on the fan clutch is calibrated to an air temperature
that correlates directly to the coolant temperature in that particular vehicle. An aftercooler can
cause a higher heat load and make the fan clutch think the engine is too warm and turn the fan
on early. Since an engine-driven fan is typically the largest horsepowerconsuming device on the
front of an engine, this can be significant. If your vehicle has an electric driven fan, it is
thermostatically controlled by a sensor located in the water jacket. Watch for adequate cooling
with your temperature gauge; there may not be enough cooling reserve to properly cool the
vehicle in warmer weather use with your new-found horsepower. If this proves to be a problem
you can possibly address the situation by adding electric driven fans in front of the cooler to
help address the pressure drop across both coolers, the aftercooler, and radiator. An electric
driven fan is still less efficient than an engine mounted fan because of the losses inherent in the
alternator to produce the electricity, and the electric motor driving the fan. The most important
consideration here is the control. The horsepower required for driving an engine-driven fan
increases with the cube of the speed increase. For example, a fan that takes 5 hp at 3, rpm will
require 40 hp at 6, rpm! This is but one reason to eliminate the fan, but the other is safety. Fans
are typically not rated to spin at the RPM levels competition vehicles run. A fan blade burst is a
potentially lethal event, so take precautions in this area. There are many sources for
welldesigned aftercoolers in the performance aftermarket. They come in all sizes and shapes
and rated horsepower capacities. Vibrant Performance even offers coolers with polished tanks
to complete the highend look that compliments their line of polished boost tubes. Turbonetics
likewise carries a wide array of coolers marketed under their Spearco brand. Spearco is a
long-time name in cooler technology and with perhaps one of the most complete lines of cooler
products for boosted gasoline automobile engines. In addition to ready-made coolers, Spearco
also carries a wide array of water-to-air coolers for racing applications. You can also get custom
size coolers with a bar and plate design feature. Spearco also offers cooler manifolds for the
do-ityourself fabricator. Mounting your aftercooler is an important aspect relative to maintaining
cooler integrity. A cooler can leak and a leak will cause poor performance indeed. Boost leaks
are never good. Remember that an aftercooler is chassis mounted and gets very hot during its
extreme thermal cycles. Torsion twists in the vehicle frame are part of high-horsepower life,
allow for that. The mounting surface for the cooler must allow the cooler to sit square or flush
with its mounting points and not be in a bind. If your threaded fasteners pull the cooler onto its
mount unevenly and place it in a bind, it will place the entire structure in a torsional twist that
once heated, can induce premature failure of the heat exchanger core and allow the brazing of
the tubes to the header plate to rupture. Aftercoolers should, for the most part, not leak air, but
in many commercial coolers there is some leakage called bleed. The method for testing a cooler
is with a proper leak test kit. In commercial vehicles, acceptable bleed is defined as not more
than 5 lbs pressure loss in 15 seconds from a static pressure charge using shop air of 30 lbs
total pressure. If you have reason to believe your cooler may have a leak, checking cooler
integrity is a good idea. But use great caution! Do not make a homemade device! Professional
test kits exist that use special rubber plugs and positive plug restraints that mechanically hold
the plugs in place. Most high-performance aftercoolers are made with more care than the typical
commercial diesel coolers and will be totally leak free, which means they will not exhibit any
level of air bleed. CAUTION: The air volume contained in an aftercooler and the pressure used in
testing can launch a 3-lb missile the plug and clamp plate at over 75 mph for over 50 feet! This
force is lethal! Only use equipment that is specially designed for this purpose to avoid bodily
harm. Clamps and hoses must not be overlooked in the assembly of a turbo system. Using
proper equipment can shield you from the major headache of a leak down the road. Most hose
clamps in automotive applications are the standard worm-gear type. The hose connections in a
turbo system are subjected to many cycles of heating and cooling that include constant joint
expansion and contraction. Constant torque clamps are designed to automatically adjust their
diameter to compensate for the normal expansion and contraction of the connections. Just as
important is that the hose ID should closely match the tubing OD. Do not use a clamp to correct

a size mismatch between the tubing and hose ID. On extremely high-boost pressure
applications, such as over 20 lbs, double clamping is sometimes used in conjunction with boost
straps. Boost straps or boost braces are simply steel straps that mechanically limit movement
between tubing end, and therefore relieve the linear stress on the hose joint and leave them to
the job of sealing. The common worm gear type clamp on the left should never be used on a
turbo system. The clamp on the right is a constant torque clamp that uses either a Belleville
spring washer series or is coil spring loaded to maintain proper and constant torque. This is a
T-bolt clamp. This is a very strong clamp, much stronger than worm-gear type clamps. These
T-bolt clamps from Turbonetics use an inner band that protects the hose from extrusion as the
clamp is tightened. This Buick Grand National runs about 28 lbs of boost. Note the boost strap
that reinforces the step-up hose connection joint between the boost tube, leading from the
aftercooler to the Holley throttle body. This boost brace from Vibrant Performance is polished
and features a pair of mounting feet to weld to the boost tube and a quick release. Various sizes
of hump hoses for connecting of engine-mounted and chassis-mounted components. The
excess material in the hump, allows for movement without causing hose fatigue. Vibrant
Technologies offers a wide array of hose types and sizes. Lengths of straight silicone hoses
can be cut to the length you need. Also available are various sizes of and degree bends, as well
as adapter hose connections for stepping up or down in size. There are a number of types,
sizes, and grades of silicone hoses, rubber hoses should never be used. You can even get them
in colors for the cosmetic minded hot rodder. For cost purposes, hoses will commonly have a
cold end and hot end designation. Be sure that the hoses you are using are rated for the
temperatures you will be seeing. The hottest points will be the compressor discharge
connection to the boost tube leading to the aftercooler and the aftercooler inlet connection. To
be on the safe side, it may be wise to use hot side rated hoses throughout the entire system.
Good hoses will be rated to withstand degrees F or more. In these cases, hump-hoses are
typically used where the hoses are molded with one or more humps in the hose length that
allow for an excess of material to be present for a given length, which allows for movement
without stressing the hose or the joint connection. Many specialty type hoses exist from
companies such as Turbonetics and Vibrant Performance for just these purposes. Building
boost tubes can be very simple or complex depending upon the particular application. This twin
turbo system utilizes all polished aluminum boost tubes to and from the aftercooler for a very
nice look. Note the location of the turbochargers just behind the front wheels for hood
clearance and weight distribution, and the much larger black air inlet ducting run parallel to the
boost tubes leading from the compressor discharge to the aftercooler. Vibrant Performance
offers a complete range of boost tubes in straight sections, as well as , 90, and degree bends in
both polished and natural aluminum finish sections for the do-it-yourselfer. These short-radius
pieces could save a lot of tubing headaches. Shown are a 2. These cast-aluminum elbows are
available in 2, 2. While there are pros and cons of ducting and routing of the boosted air to
minimize line loss, there will also be reality of just where you have to run the tubes to fit your
application. There are many successful applications that route the boost tubes in a manner that
may not be the most optimum, but are necessary in that given vehicle and engine combination.
There are many sources for pre-bent mandrel tubing, which keeps the fabrication simpler, and
even some sources for runs of tubing that are already chrome plated, or polished aluminum if
aesthetics are important to you. Extremely tight bends should be avoided if at all possible, but if
you really need one, a cast elbow may be prudent. Tight bends can be cast more successfully
than can be formed in tubing. However, you will rarely see this done in the intake routing
because there is typically enough room for better options. The plenum is the part of the system
that connects the boost tube leading from the compressor discharge or the aftercooler
discharge to the intake manifold. Depending upon your type of engine application and intended
use, there are some different design considerations. In a high-performance drag-race engine,
the plenum is typically small and serves the primary function of adapting the throttle body to
the boost tube. In such applications, the plenum simply provides a smooth air transition to the
manifold. Shown is the Banks GM 6. The square plenum chamber creates a static pressure head
above the manifold that helps with retrofit drivability issues where there are several changes in
throttle position as you drive. It is intended for competition where there are only two throttle
positions. For many street-driven vehicles, the intake manifold was designed as a naturally
aspirated engine component. During mild accelerations, such as accelerating from 30 mph to 55
mph as you merge onto the highway, the increased volume of boosted air in the plenum will
help transition the engine because there is air volume to immediately draw upon. By contrast
the drag race vehicle where all-out acceleration is the only concern, that excess plenum
capacity could add to the intake system capacity beyond what the aftercooler already adds and
increase system response time because it will take more time to fill it in a race car going from

zero to all-out acceleration. Therefore, a plenum design needs to take into account your
application and usage like so many other factors. When routing the boost tube into any
manifold plenum, the point of entry must insure that air swirl and pressure distribution are
considered. The Banks sidewinder turbo system on the early 6. Many types of plenums are
ready made for most all types of applications. To ensure proper oil draining, the bearing
housing must be oriented correctly see photo. The compressor cover and turbine housing will
typically rotate independent of the bearing housing to match up with compressor discharge and
exhaust inlet requirements. When routing the oil inlet and drain lines, be sure to follow the
degree rule. Imagine a centerline that would pass through the oil inlet and drain. This line, when
compared with a vertical line, should not form an angle of more than 20 degrees. When routing
the oil drain return line to the oil pan, be sure that its point of entry is well above the oil level in
the pan, and that the drain line always runs downhill. You never want the oil to have to climb as
it drains out of the turbo. If the oil tries to drain below the oil level in the pan it will back up and
flood the drain cavity in the turbo. This will flood the seal ring areas and cause oil leakage out of
the compressor or turbine or both. Exhaust manifolds for street turbo systems are commonly
seen in both tubing-type construction and cast-type manifolds. Do not be confused by thinking
that manifolds that look like headers are better, just like tubing headers are better than old cast
exhaust manifolds. In a turbocharger installation I would rather have a casting for the durability
and strength of mount. This 4-into-1 piece from Vibrant Performance takes some of the
headaches out of building your own exhaust manifolds. Vibrant Performance also makes a
6-into-1 collector, along with various other configurations. Constructing your own turbo
manifold is definitely not for the faint of heart, or the first-time welder! Many companies also
offer specially cast exhaust manifolds for popular applications. This one from Turbonetics
already has the wastegate mount cast and machined to streamline your project. A complete
tubular exhaust manifold can be constructed with cutting bends, tubing sections, and using
ready made flanges from companies such as Vibrant Performance and Turbonetics. Many cast
exhaust manifolds now exist for popular turbo applications, but competition vehicles will
typically use tubular manifolds. As a minimum material spec, use stainless with a minimum wall
thickness of 0. Typically, the most difficult part in making your own tubular manifolds is the
fabrication of the four-intoone joint for 4-cylinder or V-8 engines or the six-into-one joint for
straightcylinder engines. Vibrant Performance offers special joints that allow easier custom
manifold fabrication. If you use these pre-made joints, your job will become much easier and
you can still claim you made them! In a turbocharged engine, keeping the primary tubes equal
length is not as big of a concern as it is in a naturally aspirated engine. There is some thought
that providing some length is necessary to allow better cylinder scavenging by giving the gases
someplace to go. More important however, is the primary tube diameter. In a naturally aspirated
engine, there is typically an optimum primary size that provides sufficient exhaust gas
expansion to help lower the pressure behind the exhaust pulse to help scavenge the next pulse,
yet not so large as to cause plumbing nightmares or overly dilute the pulse energy where the
primaries converge into the collector for adjacent primary scavenge assist. In a turbocharged
engine, exhaust gas velocity can exceed 2, feet per second. The tip speed of a 3-inch diameter
turbine wheel that is rotating at , rpm equates to about 1, feet per second. If the primary tubes
are sized the same as the exhaust port diameter, then your system plumbing will not cause the
exhaust gas to slow down only to have to speed back up as it approaches the turbine. For this
reason, extremely large exhaust manifolds are not recommended. This GT series turbocharger
from Garrett has a conical diffuser cast right into the turbine housing discharge and uses about
30 degree included angle. The gas will swirl. The swirling gas does not tend to exit as quickly.
For this reason, the turbine housing may have a conical diffuser or bell mouth shape as it
transitions into its exhaust connection. The diffuser tends to convert the swirl flow to a more
turbulent axial flow. This feature built into the turbine housing can consume installation room
for tight fit engine compartments. If your turbine discharge is a 3-inch diameter, using a conical
shaped transition from the 3-inch connection to a 4-inch or 5-inch discharge pipe will do nicely.
However, for most performance street driven applications this design feature will have very
limited impact. The extreme heat of a turbo system can cause tubular type exhaust manifolds to
expand and contract, which will lead to cracking and rupture. This is especially true in
highhorsepower applications seen on V-6 and V-8 engines where six-into-one or eight-into-one
manifolds are used. Placing an expansion joint in the end of the manifold, at the turbine inlet,
and on the wastegate duct can help your manifold lead a long and happy life. Turbonetics
carries a good selection of flex tube and expansion joints for the do-it-yourselfer. Properly
placed expansion joints can make your exhaust manifold survive the rapid heat rise in an
engine building horsepower. The subject of heat shielding is somewhat controversial. Since
turbines extract their energy from heat, many believe that wrapping the tubing in a tubular type

manifold or crossover pipe will create or preserve more heat energy available for the turbine.
There have been several tests to try and quantify this effect. While in theory seems sound, there
is virtually no measurable gain in performance in doing this. The practical issue here is that the
exhaust flow at wide open throttle, where you would be most concerned about efficiency, is
traveling so fast, and the fact that the flow will likely be laminar in nature, that virtually no
significant heat energy is lost. The primary purpose for heat shielding is
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to protect other underhood components from the heat of the turbine and extra manifolding
involved in a turbo system. The primary reason for adding heat shielding to either the turbine
housing or the exhaust manifold tubing is to protect other components from the radiant heat
given off. To help you out, Turbonetics carries pre-formed turbine housing heat shields, as well
as flats of spun ceramic insulation wrapped in corrugated aluminum to form to most any shape
for component isolation and heat protection. Other aftermarket companies also offer
heat-resistant blankets and sleeves to protect things like starters, rubber hoses, and spark plug
wires. If proximity to temperature sensitive components is not an issue, you are most likely
better off not wrapping the tubing. Under the right conditions, it can cause distortion of the
bends and accelerated corrosion. If you liked this article you will LOVE the full book. Click the
button below and we will send you an exclusive deal on this book.

